It is still disputed, however, why moral behavior
extends beyond a close circle of kin and reciprocal
relationships: e.g., most people think stealing
from anyone is wrong, not just stealing from family
and friends. For moral behavior to evolve as we
understand it today, there likely had to be selective
pressures that pushed people to disregard their own
interests in favor of their group’s interest.[3] Exactly
how morality extended beyond this close circle is
debated, with many theories under consideration.[4]
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Suppose our ability to understand and apply moral
rules, as typically understood, can be explained by
natural selection. Does evolution explain which rules
we should follow?[5]

We often follow what are considered basic moral
rules: don’t steal, don’t lie, help others when we can.
But why do we follow these rules, or any rules
understood as “moral rules”? Does evolution explain
why? If so, does evolution have implications for
which rules we should follow, and whether we
genuinely know this?

Some answer, “yes!” “Greed captures the essence of
the evolutionary spirit,” says the fictional character
Gordon Gekko in the 1987 film Wall Street: “Greed
… is good. Greed is right.”[6]
Gekko’s claims about what is good and right and
what we ought to be comes from what he thinks we
naturally are: we are greedy, so we ought to be
greedy. But this reasoning is fallacious: ought does
not follow from what naturally is.[7] It is a
psychological fact that people tend to prefer their
own groups over others, but this does not tell us that
we ought to favor our own group:[8] e.g., racists
prioritize their own racial group, but they shouldn’t.

This essay explores the relations between evolution
and morality, including evolution’s potential
implications for whether morality or ethics exists at
all.
1.Why Do We Have Moral Beliefs?[1]
Evolution by natural selection occurs when genetic
mutations spread in a population. This happens when
individual organisms with a mutation outcompete
those without it. For a mutation to spread, it must be
working in the individual’s self-interest, e.g., by
allowing the individual to run faster than his or her
competitors.

If we think we ought to do what’s “natural,” there is a
further problem in that identifying what’s “natural” is
often difficult. Do contraceptives prevent the ‘natural’
outcome of intercourse? Animals, like bonobos, have
sex for fun: is that a, or the, ‘natural’ purpose of sex?
It’s often unclear what the “natural” purpose of
anything is, given the many possibilities. It’s clear,
however, that doing what’s “unnatural” is
often not wrong: e.g., computers aren’t “natural,” but
using them isn’t wrong.

Actions that are often considered morally good,
however, can require sacrificing one’s self-interest.
This is partly why “doing the right thing” can be
difficult: returning a lost wallet of cash might not
benefit us, but it’s the right thing to do. If morality
ever requires actions that are not for our own benefit,
how could it have evolved?

Understanding evolution’s impact on us,
however, may help us make better moral
decisions.[9] Evolution explains in-group favoritism:
our ancestors depended on their in-group for
survival. The view that we must help people close to
us, physically or emotionally, but need not help
strangers, especially in faraway countries may reflect
this past. But this view appears unjustified, if we
consider the arguments for and against it.
Recognizing evolutionary influences as the cause of

Genes for ethical, other-regarding, behavior can
spread when individuals behave morally and thereby
benefit their relatives, with whom they share genes,
or reciprocators, who will return the favor. Genes for
moral behavior can spread through the individual’s
offspring, who share that individual’s genes, or by
benefitting the individual him or herself in the long
run.[2]
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some moral errors may help us achieve more
justified moral beliefs.

Notes
This essay focuses on moral beliefs, but feelings
and attitudes can have ethical aspects, too, and
similar questions arise about their origin.
[1]

3. Is there Moral Knowledge? Are there Moral
Truths or Facts?
We have seen that there are evolutionary
explanations for why it would, e.g., seem to us that
stealing is usually wrong. But it’s possible that we
could think that stealing is wrong, even if it is not, i.e.,
even if that belief is not made true by a moral fact.
Evolution could cause us to hold useful beliefs that
are not true.

Kin selection is the process by which an
individual’s actions favor the reproductive success of
that individual’s relatives; it was briefly discussed
already by Darwin and popularized by Hamilton
(1963). Reciprocal altruism refers to the mechanism
of how cooperation between non-relatives can
evolve, provided that they are engaged in repeated
interactions and able to keep track of the outcomes of
their previous interactions: see Trivers (1971).
[2]

This observation may lead us in two directions.
First, perhaps we should be less confident in our
moral beliefs since we might hold them because they
are beneficial, not because they are true. Recognizing
this might lead to doubts that would prevent justified
moral beliefs or knowledge: if we think that we might
believe something only because it’s useful, that might
prevent holding that belief with good reasons and so
prevent moral knowledge.[10]

Nobody denies that cultural, social, and personal
factors play a role in individuals’ moral judgments:
evolutionary processes do not explain everything.
The relevant question, however, is whether the basic
capacity to think and act morally is a product of
natural selection. Our moral sense could be a byproduct of another evolved trait that did not, by itself,
help to spread the genes of individuals who had the
trait in the next generation (biologists call traits that
help organisms to spread their genes’ adaptations).
Reasoning about what we morally ought to do might
be an outgrowth of general reasoning abilities about,
say, mathematics or causality, along with emotional
responses such as empathy. Still, showing that
morality is a by-product would count as providing an
evolutionary explanation of morality and the same
philosophical questions that are discussed in this
essay would arise about the implications of it.
[3]

Second, some might argue that, since we have moral
beliefs, there must be moral facts that make those
beliefs true. But evolutionary explanations for
the causes of our moral beliefs make that argument
doubtful: we have moral beliefs, but perhaps there
are no moral facts or truths. So, genuine morality may
not even exist in the light of evolution.
Both arguments can be challenged, however.
Evolution does not show that our moral beliefs
are false, only that they might be. Also, evolution may
undercut one reason to believe in the existence of
moral facts, but there are other reasons to believe in
their existence that evolution doesn’t threaten: for
one, it seems like society has seen moral
improvement over the last few hundred years
(ending slavery, allowing women to vote, etc.), and
that might be difficult to explain without believing
there are objective moral facts.[11]

See Henrich (2017) and Tomasello (2016) for
accessible accounts of the evolution of morality that
explain how morality could have evolved beyond a
close circle of kin and reciprocal relationships. Herich
emphasizes the role of cultural evolution (where
selective processes operate on culturally transmitted
traits), while Tomasello emphasizes the role of
interdependence (where individuals quite literally
depend on each other for survival).
[4]

4. Conclusion

What are often called “normative” ethical theories,
such as the theories of Kant, Mill and others, attempt
to explain why actions are right or wrong and what
rules we should follow: see, e.g., Introduction to
Consequentialism by Shane Gronholz
and Introduction to Deontology: Kantian Ethics by
Andrew Chapman. But they have little to say about
why we make moral judgments in the first place.
Normative theories might correctly explain
the proximate causes that lead us to make moral
[5]

Our understanding of morality benefits from
understanding its evolutionary origin. Many
questions remain, however: e.g., what were the exact
mechanisms by which any morality evolved? If
evolution threatens moral beliefs’ truth or
justifiability, might other influences, e.g., culture,
have similar effects? Might understanding our
evolutionary origins positively contribute to our
moral thinking, e.g., by influence our views about
non-human animals?[12]
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judgments now, but not address the ultimate cause
for why we are following moral rules in the first
place. This is where evolution comes in. Focusing on
Kant’s view, e.g., we can as ask why we are creatures
capable of the required degree of self-knowledge to
properly grasp moral rules. Again, evolution seems to
provide an important part of the answer.
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